Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) enables rich services in close proximity to the end users to provide high quality of experience (QoE) and contributes to energy conservation compared with local computing, but results in increased communication latency. In this paper, we investigate how to jointly optimize task offloading and resource allocation to minimize the energy consumption in an orthogonal frequency division multiple access-based MEC networks, where the time-sensitive tasks can be processed at both local users and MEC server via partial offloading. Since the optimization variables of the problem are strongly coupled, we first decompose the orignal problem into three subproblems named as offloading selection (P O ), transmission power optimization (P T ), and subcarriers and computing resource allocation (P S ), and then propose an iterative algorithm to deal with them in a sequence. To be specific, we derive the closed-form solution for P O , employ the equivalent parametric convex programming to cope with the objective function which is in the form of sum of ratios in P T , and deal with P S by an alternating way in the dual domain due to its NP-hardness. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm outperforms the existing schemes.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of Internet of Things (IoT), the demand for high-speed, ultra-low latency and dynamically configurable computing resources at the edge of networks is extensively growing [1] . The increasingly high computation loads and critical latency requirements by the applications (e.g., virtual reality/augmented reality (AR/VR), online games and drones) brings significant challenges to the IoT devices with limited computational capability and battery lifetime. To deal with such a thorny problem, the new technology named as Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) has been envisioned as a potential approach to push the cloud services down to the vicinity of IoT devices, and process the offloaded computationintensive or energy-consuming tasks from IoT devices in recent years [2, 3] .
As an effective method to liberate IoT devices from computation-intensive computing workloads, MEC can efficiently reduce the energy consumption of IoT devices, and thus has been considered as a promising architecture for the scenarios with energy-constrained IoT devices [4] [5] [6] [7] . To be specific, the authors in [4] described the task offloading of MEC system as a stochastic optimization problem, which was further translated into a deterministic optimization problem, and proposed a dynamic offloading algorithm to minimize system energy consumption. In [5] and [6] , wireless resource allocation and user association were optimized, respectively, to minimize the total energy consumptions of MEC systems. Moreover, the authors in [7] aimed to minimize users' power consumption while trading off the allocated resources for local computation and task offloading.
However, offloading energy-consuming workloads to MEC servers also invokes extra latency which significantly affects the quality of experience (QoE) of users, and thus cannot be ignored in the system design. As one of the important metrics to measure the performance of MEC network, time sensitivity 1 has triggered more and more research interests and has been investigated in the literature [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . To be specific, the authors investigated the latency-minimization problem in a multi-user time-division multiple access MEC offloading system [9] , and then minimized the weighted-sum latency of all mobile devices via the collaboration between cloud computing and edge computing [10] . Furthermore, the authors in [11] derived the distribution of processing delay of mission-critical IoTs in MEC networks and further optimized user association, task offloading and bandwidth allocation. Meanwhile, some pioneering works considered the energy consumption minimization with the QoE requirement of time-sensitive computation tasks [12, 13] . To satisfy user demands of various IoT applications, the authors in [12] found a tradeoff between the energy consumption and latency, and formalized the problem into a constrained multiobjective optimization problem. At the same time, the authors in [13] minimized the weighted sum of the execution delay and energy consumption while guaranteeing the transmission power constraint of IoT devices based on partial offloading.
To further improve the utilization of radio resources, Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) has been widely applied to the MEC system for various objectives in 1 Specifically, applications in industrial IoT (I-IoT) or military industry generally have rigorous criteria on task processing time and require the tasks precisely calculated and completed within certain time interval [8] . and optimize them in a sequence according to Block Coordinate Descent (BCD) method.
3) To solve the subproblems, we first derive the closed-form solution of the offloading ratios for P O . Secondly, we apply the equivalent parametric convex programming to tackle the form of sum of ratios in P T , and then assign the transmission power among subcarriers with the help of auxiliary variables. Lastly, since P S is a mixed integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) problem, we assign computation capability and allocate subcarriers to each user, and further optimize them in an alternating manner in dual domain.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. The system model and problem formulation are introduced in Section II. In Section III, offloading and resource allocation strategy is proposed. We further assume equal power allocation to optimize the transmission power in Section IV. Numerical results are presented in Section V, and conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider an OFDMA-based MEC system with K users and one base-station (BS) integrated with an MEC server to execute the time-sensitive computation tasks. All nodes are equipped with a single antenna as shown in Fig.1 . Denote K {1, 2, · · · , K} as the set of users, and let N {1, 2, · · · , N } be the index for multiple orthogonal subcarriers, each of which has bandwidth B and can be assigned to only one user. In this system, we assume that user k has a task described by a tuple of four parameters {R k , c k , λ k , t k }, where R k indicates the amount of input data to be processed, c k reprsesents the number of CPU cycles for computing 1-bit of input data, λ k ∈ [0, 1] is the proportion of R k offloading to MEC, while the rest (1 − λ k )R k bits are processed by its local CPU, and t k is the maximum tolerable latency. In this paper, it is assumed that the maximum tolerable latency for user k, t k is shorter than the channel coherence time, such that the wireless channels remain constant during a time slot with length T , i.e., t k ≤ T, ∀k, but can vary from time to time. The local CPU frequency of user k is characterized by f k , and f k,m is the computing resource allocated to user k from MEC server, where both of them are measured by the number of CPU cycles per second. Herein, a practical constraint that the total computing resources allocated to all the associated users must not excess the servers computing capacity F , is given by k∈K f k,m ≤ F .
The notations used in the paper are summarized in TABLE I. In the following, the latency and the energy consumption of user k for our considered system are given in details.
A. Latency 1) Local Computing at Users: Consider the local computing for executing the residual (1 − λ k )R k input bits at user k, the time consumption for local computing at user k is
2) Computation Offloading: According to the OFDMA mechanism, the inter-interference is ignored in virtue of the exclusive subcarrier allocation. Therefore, the aggregated transmission rate to offload λ k R k input bits from user k to MEC server is expressed as
whereg k,n g k,n σ 2 n , g k,n and σ 2 n are the channel gain between user k and BS, and the variance of the additive white Gaussian noise at BS on subcarrier n, respectively, where we set σ 2 n = σ 2 , ∀n. Denote p k,n as the transmission power of the k-th user on the n-th subcarrier, which can be allocated by the user and constrained by the maximum transmission power p max k . Meanwhile, denote x k,n as the channel allocation indicator, specifically x k,n = 1 means that subcarrier n is assigned to user k, otherwise x k,n = 0. In the following,g k,n can be treated as the channel gain for brevity.
The offloading time t k,off of user k mainly consists of two parts 3 : the uplink transmission time t k,u from user k to the MEC-integrated BS and the corresponding execution time at MEC server t k,m . Therefore, the offloading time t k,off is given by
Due to the parallel computing at users and MEC server, the total latency for user k depends on the larger one between t k,l and t k,off , and can be expressed as t k = max{t k,l , t k,off }.
B. Energy Consumption
According to the strategy of computation offloading at user k, the total energy consumption comprises two parts 3 : the energy for local computing and for offloading, given in details as follow.
1) Local computing mode: Given the processor's computing speed f k , the power consumption of the processor is modeled as κ k f 3 k (joule per second), where κ k represents the computation energy efficiency coefficient related to the processor's chip of user k [26] [27] [28] . Taking consideration of (1), the energy consumption at this mode is given by
2) Computation offloading mode: In this mode, the energy consumption includes the cost of uplink transmission and remote computation for offloaded λ k R k input bits, which can be obtained as
where κ m is the computation energy efficiency coefficient related to the processor's chip of MEC server.
Therefore, the total energy consumption for user k related with its computation offloading strategy in our system is
In this paper, we minimize the overall energy consumption of the considered system, which is related to joint optimization on offloading ratio, transmission power, and subcarriers and computing resource allocation. Mathematically, the energy consumption minimization problem can be written as
x k,n ∈ {0, 1}, ∀k, n,
where λ {λ k }, p {p k,n }, f {f k,m } and X {x k,n }. The constraints above can be explained as follows: constraint (7c) states that the task of user k must be completely executed within a time slot; constraint (7d) shows that the total transmission power on the subcarriers of user cannot exceed its maximum transmit budget; constraint (7e) and (7f) show that MEC server must allocate a positive computing resource to the user associated with it, and the sum of the allocated computing resource cannot exceed the total computation capability of MEC server; constraint (7g) and (7h) enforce that each subcarrier can only be used by one user to avoid the multi-user interference.
III. OFFLOADING AND RESOURCE ALLOCATION STRATEGY
In this section, we provide offloading and resource allocation strategy for the considered optimization problem P, which is intractable to deal with due to the coupled variants in both the The stepsizes corresponding to the related dual variable during iterations in (III-C)
The stepsizes corresponding to the related dual variable during iterations in (III-C) θ
The stepsizes corresponding to the related dual variable during iterations in (III-C) constraints and the objective function based on our observation. To decouple these variants, we will divide the orignal problem P into three subprolems: 1) P O , offloading ratio selction; 2) P T , transmission power optimization; 3) P S , subcarriers and computing resource allocation. Firstly, with given transmission power p, computation capability assignment f and subcarrier allocation strategy X, we can obtain the optimal offloading ratio λ at the outer loop 4 . Secondly, with the newly obtained offloading ratio λ , we can optimize the transmission power p according to the first-order Taylor expansion and the transformation of the sum of fractional functions, while updating dual variable (ϕ, ϑ) and then renewing auxiliary variable (a, b) at its inner loop. Thirdly, we can optimize (f , X) at one iteration with the newly achieved (λ , p ) at its inner loop, and renew auxiliary variable φ. Then, with the newly optimized (f , X), we further update the corresponding dual variables (α, β, γ) at the next iteration at its inner loop. Finally, we will iteratively update the derived (λ, p, f , X) at the outer loop, and the procedures are known as the BCD method [29, 30] . In this section, the joint optimization on offloading ratio, transmission power, and subcarriers and computing resource allocation will be proposed in accordance with the iterative approach based on the BCD method as follows.
A. Offloading selection
Given the transmission power p, the computation capability assignment f and the subcarrier allocation strategy X, the optimal offloading ratio λ can be obtained by solving the following problem,
which can be decoupled into K subproblems related to each user, given by
where (9c) can be derived with the help of (1) and (3). Apparently, P O 1 is a convex problem with respect to (w.r.t.) λ k , and the optimal offloading ratio λ k at user k can be achieved according to the following theorem. Theorem 1: With given (p, f , X), the optimal λ k for P O 1 is given by 5
Proof: It can be obtained resorting to the first-order condition and comparing with the boundaries points provided by (9b) and (9c).
Remark 1: Based on the first-order derivative, we can obtain the optimal λ k for user k, ∀k. When ∂E k ∂λ k ≥ 0, the k-th user is willing to compute its own data locally with the increasing f k , but tends to offload more data to the MEC-integrated BS when it has very limited computation capability, i.e., low CPU frequency at local. When ∂E k ∂λ k < 0, the k-th user prefers offloading to the MEC-integrated BS if MEC server assigns a growing number of computation resource, f k,m to the user, or the user has a gradual increasing transmission rate r k , and vice versa.
To get more insight of the above theorem, we can obtain the following corollary based on some asymptotic assumptions, and further get some meaningful conclusions.
Corollary 1: When the CPU of user k is very powerful such that f k → +∞, or MEC server assigns a large enough computation capability for user k such that f k,m → +∞, the optimal λ k that minimizes the energy consumption in P O 1 is given as
Proof: The first-order condition of E k is given by
When the CPU frequency of the k-th user approaches to infinity, i.e., f k → +∞, it is straightforward that ∂E k ∂λ k 0, and thus 5 The value of E k is independent of λ k when ∂E k ∂λ k = 0, thus we can choose any offloading ratio as the optimal ratio.
we have λ k = T r k f k,m R k f k,m +r k R k c k referring to (10) . Similarly, we can obtain the optimal λ k when f k,m → +∞.
Remark 2: From Theorem 1, we observe that user k will compute data locally by offloading a part of data, i.e.,
1 − T f k c k R k to MEC server as its CPU frequency f k is growing when ∂E k ∂λ k ≥ 0. Notice that when the increasing f k exceeds a certain value and thus makes ∂E k ∂λ k < 0, user k prefers to offload its data based on
rather than computes its whole data locally even though f k → +∞. The reason is that MEC server has more efficient computation energy coefficient than the users, i.e., κ m < κ k , ∀k, and thus users are inclined to offload partial data to reduce the energy consumption even if they have sufficiently large CPU frequencies. Moreover, when the growing f k,m is over the threshold which makes
as its offloading ratio. That is because users will have additional energy consumption and communication delay while uploading data to the MEC-integrated BS even though MEC server has more efficient computation. Taking E k,l and E k,off into consideration, it is more beneficial for users to compute partial data locally to reduce the energy consumption while satisfying the QoE requirement of time-sensitive computation tasks at users, in despite of the assigned large enough computation capability.
B. Transmission power optimization
In this subsection, with the newly obtained offloading ratio λ , the optimal transmission power p can be obtained by solving the following problem with the given computation capability assignment f and subcarrier allocation strategy X,
where
, N k represents the set of subcarriers allocated to user k, and N k represents the size of the related set. Based on the observation of P T , it is clear that P T is non-convex since the objective function involves sum-of-ratio minimization, and constraint (12c) further makes the optimization problem even more difficult to tackle.
To address the above issues, we first deal with the nonconvex constraint (12c). Based on (2) and (3), the constraint for the QoE requirement of time-sensitive computation tasks (12c) can be recast as
where T k,u T − λ k R k c k f k,m . However, the transformed contraint (13) is still non-convex since the summation of concave functions is greater than or equal to the constant. In order to deal with the non-convexity of (13), we obtain the following inequalities by applying the first-order Taylor expansion at the given points p r k,n , ∀k, n in the r-th iteration,
where the right-hand side of (14) is now a linear function w.r.t. p k,n . With some mathematic manipulations, constraint (13) can be recast as n∈N kg k,n p k,n 1 + p r k,ng k,n ln 2
where we define o k
(1+p r k,ng k,n ) ln 2 − log 2 1 + p r k,ng k,n . Next, we start to tackle the non-convex objective function in (12) , which is in the form of sum of ratios. For notational brevity, we denote
where p k = {p k,n }, ∀n ∈ N k . By introducing auxiliary variables a, where a {a k }, the original problem with some simple transformations can be rewritten as
which is still difficult to solve due to the coupled variables in the constraints. Therefore, we employ the equivalent parametric convex programming described in the following lemma to cope with P T 1. Lemma 1: [31, Lemma 2.1] For ∀k, n, if {p k,n }, {a k } is the the optimal solution of P T 1, there must exist {b k } such that {p k,n } satisfies the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) condition of the following problem for b k = b k and a k = a k ,
Furthermore, {p k,n } satisfies the following equations for b k = b k and a k = a k :
where {b k } is the non-negative multiplier of constraint (18b), and we define b {b k } for simplicity. Proof: It can be proved by taking the derivative of the Lagrange function of P T 1, the details of which can be referred to [31] , and thus is omitted for brevity.
Lemma 1 implies that the optimal solution of P T 1 can be obtained by solving the equations of (20) among the solution of P T 2. The Lagrangian of P T 2 is
where ϕ {ϕ k }, ϑ {ϑ k }, ∀k are the non-negative Lagrange multipliers for the corresponding constraints. It can be readily proved that P T 2 is convex for given b k and a k , ∀k, and satisfies Slaters condition. Thus, strong duality holds between the primal and dual problems, which means solving P T 2 is equivalent to solving the dual problem. Define P as all sets of possible p that satisfy constraint (12b). Notice that the Lagrange dual function is then defined as
Moreover, the Lagrange dual problem becomes
In the following, we obtain the optimal transmission power p for given auxiliary variables (b, a) and Lagrange multipliers (ϕ, ϑ) at first, then the Lagrange multipliers are updated via gradient descent method. At last, the auxiliary variables are updated based on iterative method as well. 1) Update p k,n : To minimize the Lagrange dual function in (22) , g(ϕ, ϑ) can be decomposed into K independent subproblems. To be specific, the subproblem for user k is given by
On the observation of (25) , it can be further decomposed into |N k | subproblems w.r.t. the subcarriers allocated to user k, given as
where L(p k,n , ϕ k , ϑ k ) =b k [p k,n λ k R k − a k B log 2 (1 + p k,ngk,n )] + ϕ k p k,n − ϑ kgk,n p k,n 1 + p r k,ng k,n ln 2 ,
combined with (16) and (17).
Theorem 2: The optimal transmission power for the k-th user at the n-th subcarrier is p k,n , where n ∈ N k , given by
Proof: The proof is presented in Appendix A. Remark 3: To minimize the energy consumption of offloading from users to MEC, k∈K E k,u , user k will distribute more power to its allocated subcarrier with a higher channel gaiñ g k,n , and the assigned power is proportional to the bandwidth of subcarrier, B. These can be seen from the optimal expression of p k,n . On the other hand, user k is inclined to reduce its transmission power when it plans to offload more data to the MEC-integrated BS, in order to reduce the energy consumption of offloading, which can be deduced from the formulation of E k,u in (12a).
Interestingly, an asymptotic solution can be obtained in strong channel gain scenario, presented by the following corollary.
Corollary 2: When the channel gain for user k at the n-th subcarrier is very strong such thatg k,n → +∞, the optimal transmission power p k,n is given by
where p k,n is irrelevant to the channel gain. Proof: It can be directly deduced from (28) , and thus we omit it.
2) Lagrange Multipliers Update: With the achieved p , we start to update the Lagrange multiplier (ϕ, ϑ). With known p , the Lagrange dual problem (23) is always convex, which can be decomposed into K independent subproblems w.r.t. each user, and the one related to user k is given as
which is an affine function w.r.t dual variables. Thus, we can apply the simple gradient method for the variable update, and the dual variables (ϕ k , ϑ k ) can be updated according to the following formulations. For example, (ϕ j+1 k , ϑ j+1 k ) can be obtained at the (j + 1)-th iteration, respectively, as
k,n p k,n 1 + p r k,ng k,n ln 2
where ι k and ν k are the stepsizes corresponding to the related dual variable during iterations. Notice that all the Lagrange variables must be non-negative, the details of which are given in TABLE II.
3) Auxiliary Variables Update: Then, we can update the auxiliary variables (a, b) in this subsection. According to Lemma 1, the optimal p k also satisfies the following conditions:
Similarly, referring to [31] , we define functions for notational brevity. Specifically, let W n (a n ) = a n h k (p k ) − d k (p k ) and W n+K (b n ) = b n h k (p k ) − 1, n ∈ {1, 2, ..., K}. The optimal solutions of (b k , a k ) can be obtained by solving W (b k , a k ) [W 1 , W 2 , ...W 2K ] = 0. Then, we can apply iterative methods to update auxiliary variables
where τ i is the largest τ that satisfies
where q is the Jacobian matrix of W , l ∈ {1, 2, · · · }, τ l ∈ (0, 1) and z ∈ (0, 1). Note that when τ i = 1, it becomes the standard Newton method, and the detailed process of achieving p is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Transmission Power Algorithm
Input: Given offloading ratio λ , computation capabilities assignment f , and subcarrier allocation strategy X . Output: The optimal p 1: Initialization: give iteration r = 0, and the algorithm accuracy indicators ( 1 , 2 ), where 1 and 2 are a very small constant for controlling accuracy. 2: repeat(from 2 to 18) 3: With given local points p r k,n .
4:
Initialization: auxiliary variables b and a.
5:
repeat(from 5 to 14)
6:
Initialization: Lagrange variables ϕ and ϑ 7: repeat(from 7 to 12) 8: repeat(from 8 to 11) 9:
Obtain transmission power p k,n .
10:
until Lagrangian function converges.
11:
Update Lagrange variables based on gradient descent method in (31) and (32) . 12: until ϕ and ϑ converge. 13: update auxiliary variables from (35) and (36) 14: until W(b k , a k ) ≤ 1
15:
Output the optimal p k,n 16:
Update local point p r+1 k,n = p k,n 17: r = r + 1 18: until |p r+1 k,n − p r k,n | ≤ 2
C. Subcarriers and Computing Resource Allocation
With the newly achieved offloading ratio λ and transmission power p , the subcarriers and computing resource allocation will be designed to assign computation capability of MEC server, and allocate subcarriers for each user, to further reduce the energy consumption. In this subsection, we aim to minimize the energy consumption for computation offloading mode via the following optimization problem, the objective function of which is k∈K E k,off indeed,
The main challenge in solving P S is that the considered optimization problem is a mixed integer programming and thus is NP-hard and non-convex, finding the optimal solution is generally prohibitively due to the computation complexity. Fortunately, the duality gap becomes zero in multi-carrier systems as the number of subcarriers goes to infinity according to the time-sharing condition [32, 33] . Thus, the optimal solution for a non-convex resource allocation problem in multicarrier system can be achieved in the dual domain.
However, we cannot transform the primal domain of P S into the dual domain directly since r k is in the denominator and its form in (2) makes the problem more intractable. Therefore, a new non-negative auxiliary variable φ {φ k } will be introduced to transform P S into the following problem,
where we can update φ to help minimize the energy consumption. The Lagrangian for the above problem with the achieved λ and p can be written as Furthermore, the Lagrange dual problem is given by
With the achieved offloading ratio and transmission power, the following steps for updating are adopted to obtain the optimal solutions for computing resource and subcarrier allocation.
1) Computation Capability Assignment: Employing the KKT conditions, the following condition is both necessary and sufficient for computation capability assignment's optimality:
However, it is difficult to find a closed-form expression for the optimal solution, f k,m . Fortunately, we can resort to the following proposition to obtain f k,m .
Proposition 1: L is a convex function of f k,m . Proof: The proof is given in Appendix C. Since L is a convex function of f k,m , and ∂L ∂f k,m increases monotonically along with f k,m , we can adopt the bisection method to obtain f k,m within 0 ≤ f k,m ≤ F . The detailed process of achieving f k,m is summarized in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Proposed Binary Search Algorithm
Input: given offloading ratio λ , transmission power p , and the algorithm accuracy indicator 3 .
1: for k ∈ K do 2:
Initialize: f UB k,m = F and f LB k,m = 0.
3:
repeat 4:
5:
Compute ∂L ∂f k,m according to (43). 6: if ∂L ∂f k,m > 0 then until ∂L ∂f k,m ≤ 3 .
11:
Obtain the optimal f k,m .
2) Subcarrier Allocation Strategy: When the optimal computing capability assignment is achieved, the optimal subcarrier allocation can be obtained through the following procedures. With some mathematic manipulations, we can rewrite (40) as
On the observation of (44), we further suppose that the n-th subcarrier is assigned to user k, and thus have the Lagrangian for user k,
Thus, the subproblem is given by
where x n {x k,n } , ∀k, and this problem can be solved independently. To minimize each L k,n , the optimal x n can be obtained as
3) Auxiliary Variable Update: In this part, with the newly obtained {f , X } in the above subsections, we now try to find the optimal φ , which can be solved via the following optimization problem,
wherer k n∈N k B log 2 (1 + p k,ngk,n ). It is obvious that P S 2 can be further decoupled into K subproblems w.r.t. each user, given by
the optimal auxiliary variable φ can be obtained by the following theorem. Theorem 3: Given the optimal computation capability assignment f , and the optimal subcarrier allocation strategy X , the optimal φ , ∀k is given by
where φ k,1 and φ o k are given by
The proof is presented in Appendix B.
4) Lagrange Multipliers Update:
In this subsection, since f , X and φ are obtained, we can deal with the dual problem (42), which is a convex function, by updating α, β, δ and γ using the subgradient method. The dual variables (α, β, δ, γ) can be updated according to the following formulations,
where ζ k , η k , ξ k and θ are the stepsizes related to each dual variable during iterations, the details of which are given in TABLE II. According to III-A, III-B and III-C, the details to solve P are summarized in Algorithm 3 as follows.
Algorithm 3 Proposed Algorithm 1: Initialization: given {p, f , X, φ, α, β, δ, γ}, we set z = 0, and denote z max as the maximum number of iterations. 2: repeat(from 2 to 14) 3: Determine offloading ratio λ according to (10) . 4: Determine transmission power p by Algorithm 1; 5: repeat(from 5 to 12) 6: repeat(from 6 to 10) 7: Allocate computing resource f by Algorithm 2; 8: Determine subcarrier allocation X according to (49); 9: Update φ 10:
11:
Update α, β, δ and γ resorting to (55); 12: until α, β, δ, γ converge. 13 :
D. Complexity Analysis
In this part, the complexity of our proposed algorithm to solve P is discussed. We decompose the original problem into three subproblems: P O , P T and P S , then solve them iteratively, and the maximum number of iterations is z max .
Firstly, we compute the offloading ratio λ for P O , and the complexity of solving P O is O(K), a linear complexity with the number of users K.
Secondly, we have the three layer iterations to solve P T : 1) The first-layer (innermost) iteration includes p and Lagrangian variables (ϕ, ϑ), where the computing complexity to solve p according to (28) is O(KN ) and the updating complexity of Lagrangian variables is O(K 2 ). Hence, the calculation complexity of this iterative process is O(K 2 + KN ).
2) The second-layer iteration is the updating iteration of auxiliary variables (a, b), which has the complexity independent of K, thus the calculation complexity of this layer is O(K).
3) The third-layer (outermost) iteration is related to the fixed point p r k,n , and the computation complexity of this layer is O(KN ). Therefore, the complexity of solving P T is O(K 3 N 2 + K 4 N ).
Since the number of subcarriers N is greater than the number of users K, the complexity is O(K 3 N 2 ) for P T .
Thirdly, we have the two layer iterations to compute X and f for P S . In the inner iteration, the method of solving f is dichotomy, and thus the computation complexity is O(K log 2 (F )). Meanwhile, we get the subcarrier allocation strategy according to (49), the computation complexity of which is O(KN ), and the comuptation complexity related with φ is O(K). Then, we optimize (f , X, φ) iteratively until Lagrange function converges, and the computation complexity is O(K). In the outer iteration, the complexity of updating Lagrangian variables (α, β, δ, γ) is O(K 2 ). Therefore, the complexity of solving P S is O(K 4 log 2 (F ) + K 4 N + K 4 ), which can be simplified as O(K 4 N ).
Finally, the computation complexity to solve the above three subproblems iteratively is O(z max ). In summary, our proposed algorithm PA has a total computation complexity O(Kz max + K 3 N 2 z max + K 4 N z max ), which can abbreviated as O(K 3 N 2 z max ).
IV. EQUAL-POWER-ALLOCATION BASED ALGORITHM
Instead of utilizing the first-order Taylor expansion to cope with the non-convex constraint (13) of III-B, which further makes the complexity of the algorithm in III-B unfavorable for practical application with the increase of K and N , another algorithm is proposed to reduce complexity based on the equal power allocation (EPA) in this section.
Firstly, we make the following approximation at the high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regime at the right-hand side of (13):
where the high SNR approximation made by (56) is commonly used to simplify the derivations and get more insight of the problem [34] . The difference between the actual value and the approximate value becomes negligible as the SNR increases, and hence the constraint (13) can be recast as
where the left-hand side of (57) serves as a tight lower-bound for n∈N k log 2 (1 + p k,ngk,n ) at the high SNR regime, and the approximation is also accurate even at moderate-low SNR regime [35] . However, constraint (57) is still non-convex w.r.t. p k,n , ∀k, n. In order to further deal with constraint (57) and make the optimization problem tractable, we assume that user k will equivalently distribute its transmission power p k among its allocated subcarrier n, where n ∈ N k . That is to say, user k will transmit the offloading data to the MEC-integrated BS using the same transmission power at each subcarrier belongs to it. With some simple transformations, (57) can be rewritten into a linear constraint, given bȳ
wherep k is the equal power allocation for each subcarrier of user k, and |N k | is given by
Then, we can reformulate P T with the latest contraint (58) as follows,
wherep = {p k }, ∀k and
According to the procedures described in III-B, some moderate changes should be made to adapt to the current situation before directly applied. Similar to (18)- (20) , the Lagrangian is given as
where d k (p k ) and h k (p k ) are given as follows, respectively,
Referring to Theorem 2, the optimal transmission power for those subcarriers assigned to the k-th user could be obtained through solving the following equation:
which can be solved by Matlab. Since the closed-form solution ofp k , ∀k is difficult to obtain, we have the following propositions to achieve the closed-form solution ofp k , ∀k based on different assumptions: 1) equivalent channel gains; 2) high SNR approximation, to get further knowledge about the relationship between the transmission power and other variables. Proposition 2: If the channel gainsg k,n , n ∈ N k are equivalent for the subcarriers allocated to the k-th user, ∀k, defined byg k , the optimal transmission powerp k can be directly deduced from (65), given bȳ
Remark 4: It is straightforward to know that user k will assign more powerp k to transmit if it has a better channel gain, and also allocate transmission power according to the assigned number of subcarriers |N k |, which is different from Theorem 2. These can be seen from the optimal formulation ofp k in (66). Proposition 3: In the high SNR regime, the optimal transmission powerp k can be directly deduced from (65) by assuming (1 +p kgk,n ) ≈p kgk,n , given bȳ
(67)
Remark 5: The high SNR approximation is commonly used in the literature [34, 35] , as mentioned above. Different from Theorem 2 and Proposition 2, the transmission powerp k has no relationship with the channel gain under the high SNR hypothesis similar to Corollary 2.
V. SIMULATION AND NUMERICAL RESULTS
This section presents the numerical results to demonstrate the better performance of our proposed algorithm compared with the reference schemes 6 , named as • Local computation algorithm (LC), where all user devices process their own tasks by local CPU. • Fixed offloading ratio algorithm (FR), where we assign fixed offloading ratios for each user satisfying the time constraints (7c). In the simulations, the path loss model is Rayleigh distributed and denoted by |β|d −2 , where |β| and d represent the shortterm channel fading and the distance between two nodes, respectively. User devices have the same maximum transmit power, which are evenly and independently distributed in a circular area around the MEC server with a radius of 50 meters. Moreover, we set (κ k , κ m ) as (10 −24 , 10 −26 ), and other parameters employed in the simulations are summarized in TABLE II, unless otherwise mentioned.
In Fig.2 , for the proposed and reference schemes, we plot the total energy consumption according to different numbers 6 Since there is no similar scenario in the literature, which investgated the energy-aware offloading in time-sensitive MEC network based on OFDMA, we propose some reference schemes for comparison herein. of users where N = 512. With the growth of the number of users, the total energy consumption of different algorithms are increasing, and our proposed algorithm (PA) can help save 20% -50% and 40% -70% energy consumption compared with FR and LC. In Fig.3 , we investigate how the transmission power of users affects the energy consumption of MEC network in our considered scnerio, where K = 25. It is observed that the energy consumption of network is decreasing w.r.t. the increasing transmission power of users. The reason is that users' transmission rate will grow with the increment of the corresponding transmission power, and further reduce the uplink transmission time t k,u . Therefore, users can offload more data to the MEC-integrated BS within the same period of time, which helps reduce the energy consumption with more efficient computation capability at MEC. However, since the impact of uplink transmission time on the energy consumption is relatively small compared to the execution time, the reducing extent of energy consumption will gradually decrease when the transmission power increases to a certain range.
In Fig.4 , we study the influence of the QoE requirements of time-sensitive computation tasks of users on the total energy consumption for different numbers of users. On the observation of Fig.4 , the total energy consumption is reducing along with the gradually decreasing QoE requirement of time-sensitive computation tasks. This is because users can ask for more help from MEC server by uploading more data since the requirement of latency is not so strict, and thus users can reduce more energy dissipation. Moreover, the reducing extent of energy consumption w.r.t. the latency will gradually decrease when the requirement of latency approaches to a certain threshold, that is to say, the growing latency has a diminishing influnce on the total energy consumption. In Fig.5 , we evaluate the effect of the number of subcarriers on the total energy consumption. Moreover, it can be seen that the total energy consumption is reducing along with the increasing number of subcarriers. The reason is that the user will have a better chance to select the subcarrier with preferable channel gain to get the reduction of transmission power in turn, meanwhile, the user can offload more data with the same amount of transmission power and thus reduce the energy consumption with the aid of MEC server. In Fig.6 , we present the performances of the total energy consumption versus different CPU frequencies of users for K = 5, 10, 15. It is noted that the total energy consumption is growing in the wake of the increment of CPU frequencies of users. The reason is that users prefer to compute data locally along with their enhanced computation capabilities according to Remark 1, and thus the proportion of data offloading to MEC server is decreasing, which is more energy-consuming. What is noteworthy is that the increase of the total energy consumption has been slowing or saturated when the CPU frequencies of users grow in the regime of f k ≥ 0.5GHz, ∀k. This is because users are energy hogs compared with MEC server as κ k > κ m , and users are willing to offload more data to reduce their energy consumption even if they have growing computation capabilites, which has been explained in details in Remark 2.
In Fig.7 , we show the performances of the total energy consumption versus different CPU frequencies of MEC for different numbers of users. Along with the increasing CPU frequency of MEC server, the total energy consumption of network is decreasing. The reason is that when the computation capability of MEC is strengthened, users are more inclined to offload data to MEC instead of computing locally according to Theorem 1. Thus, the energy consumption will be reduced compared with local computing due to the highly efficient computation at MEC. Additionally, observed from the curve of the averaged offloading ratio for K = 5 in Fig.7 , it can be seen that the uploading proportion increases with the growth of CPU frequency at MEC.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In the paper, we investigate the OFDMA-based MEC network with computation capability, and design PA method to minimize the total energy consumpton of the network with the QoE requirement of time-sensitive computation tasks for users. Due to the coupled optimization variables, we decompose the formulated minimization problem into three subproblems named as P O , P T and P S , and optimize them sequentially instead of solving the original problem directly. For P O , we can derive the closed-form solution of offloading ratios. Since the objective function of P T is in the form of sum of ratios and thus difficult to cope with, we apply the equivalent parametric convex programming to optimize the transmission power of user on its assigned subcarriers with the help of auxiliary variables. As P S is a challenging non-convex MINLP problem with coupled parameters, we distribute computation capability of MEC server, and allocate subcarriers to each user in an alternating manner in the dual domain. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm can effectively reduce the total energy consumption of the network, and outperform the reference schemes with a better performance.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Taking the derivative of the Lagrangian L(p k,n , ϕ k , ϑ k ) w.r.t. p k,n yields ∂L(p k,n , ϕ k , ϑ k ) ∂p k,n (A.1)
= b k λ k R k − a k b k Bg k,n (1 + p k,ngk,n ) ln 2 +ϕ k − ϑ kgk,n 1 + p r k,ng k,n ln 2
.
Let ∂L(p k,n ,ϕ k ,ϑ k ) ∂p k,n = 0, the optimal p k,n can be obtained, and thus we have Theorem 1.
APPENDIX B PROOF OF THEOREM 3
We can get the following inequality about φ k from (51b) and (51c) where T (φ k ) = λ k R k φ k n∈N k p k,n + α k λ k R k φ k + δ k φ k , and P R 3A is convex since the second derivative of T (φ k ) with respect to φ k is positive. Therefore, resorting to the first-order condition
and letting ∂T (φ k ) ∂φ k = 0, the optimal φ o k is given as
Therefore, we can discuss the relationship between the boundaries of (B.1) and φ o k to get the optimal φ k , and obtain Theorem 2.
APPENDIX C PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
The Hessian of L in (40) w.r.t. f k,m is given by
, (C.1) which is non-negative w.r.t. f k,m , thus L is a convex function of f k,m [36] .
